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Foreword

African-Ame ricans com prise a significant portion of transit ridership; however, a
comparable representatio n does not exist at the decision-making and planning levels.
Although significant improvements have occurred in recent years, the need to examine the
issues and concerns of protected classes continues to exist The Center for Urban
Transportation Research developed the African-American Mobility Symposium to provide
a forum to allow the exchange of ideas, information, and for the discussion of
transportatio n planning, programming , and policy issues as they relate to the AfricanAmerican population.
The Center for Urban Transportatio n Research (CUTR), with the Florida
Department ofTransport1tion, convened its first national symposium on African-Ame rican
mobility issues in March 1994. In 1995, with the support of the Conference of Minority
Transportation Officials and Federal Highway Administration, CUTR convened the second
symposium. Building on the discussions and experiences from previous events, the third
symposium continued the objective of inclusion of transportation issues as related to the
African-Ame rican community. The symposium held particular significance in light of
events in the transportation industry related to scheduled reauthorizati on of the federal
transportatio n bill and the 1995 case of Adnrnnd Co11structioll, Inc. v. Perin. These events
were thought to have significant impacts on minority users of transportatio n systems,
minority workers in the industry, and transportation business enterprises.
This interim report provides a summary of the activities undertaken by the Center
for Urban Transportatio n Research et alia to convene the third symposium on African
American mobility issues. The proceedings of the symposium will serve as the final
report. The report also serves as the summary of activities undertaken as part of the
Florida Board of Regents Fiscal Year 1996 Operating Funds for the Center for Urban
Transportatio n Research (also known as the "Base Funds"). The symposium has many
sponsors with varying funding periods; for the sake of clarity the general project period
is July 1995 through June "1996 -- the state fiscal year.
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Summary
In March 1994, the Cente.r for Urban Transport ation Research convened a
symposium on African-A merican mobility issues. African-American faculty members at
CUTR acted as the principal investigators. More than 60 participants attended the
symposiu m and received a favorable rating. Participants strongly believed that the
symposhu n should be repeated in 1995 and expanded to a two-day format. ln April1995 ,
CUTR convened a second symposium for two days. The 1995 symposiu m was significan t
in that it featured the keynote addre$s by Mr. Gordon Linton, Administr ator of the Federal
Transit Administration and speeches by Mr. Rodney Slater, Administr ator of the Federal
Highway AdminJstration, and Florida State Senator James Hargrett. Panelists and
attendees at the 1995 symposium gave the event a favorable rating again and pledged their
support of future meetings.
The 1996 symposiu m for built on the experienc es and issues provided from the
symposia convened in 1994 and 1995 and continued the discourse on the special
transporta tion needs of the African-American communit y. It provided a forum for
continuin g the exchange of ideas, information, and for discussion of transporta tion
plannJng, programm ing, and policy issues as they relate to the African-American
population. Participants from inside and outside the field of transporta tion identified and
discuss~d -critical issues related to transporta tion and African-Americans. Additiona lly,
participants had the opport:unJty to voice opinJons on the pertinent transporta tion issues,
share thoughts and concerns, provide direction, and share scholarly papers and editorial
commenta ry.
Similar to previous years, the project was a collaborative effort Sponsors included
the Center for Urban Transport ation .Research (CUTR), the University of South Florida
(USF), and the Federal Highway and Transit Administrations, the Conferenc e on Minority
Transport ation Officials (COMTO), the Florida Transit Association, and the Women's
Transport ation Seminar. A steering committee, representi ng transporta tion and public
officials, was established to assist the project team in developin g topics, symposiu m
format, and potential speakers. Other organizations invited to participate included the
Minority Affairs Committe e (MAC) of the American Public Transit Association (APTA),
TransEd, INC., and the Hillsborough Area Regional Transit Agency (HARTline), National
Forum for Black Public Administrators (NFBPA}, the Congressio nal Black Caucus, and the
National Consortiu m of Minority Colleges.
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Beyond the Horizon
Interim Report of Symposium Ill on
AFRICAN-A MERICAN MOBILITY

PROJECT OBJECTIV ES

This project consisted of several deliverables including the convening of the
symposium and related technology lTansfer activities. T he purpose of the project was to
expand current efforts to disseminate state-of-the-a rt information on transportatio n issues
as related to minorities. T he expected outcome was that attendees would have a better
understanding of the transportation issues that confront the Ahican·Amer ican com munity,
and perhaps, other minority communities. This understandin g is hoped to lead to better
planning and service delivery not only for this group, but also the public. Some
efficiencies and more effective use of scarce resou rces also may accrue. The lessons
learned also may be transferable to other groups.
Beyond the target audience and attendees, several activities were used to
disseminate information from the symposium into practice. These activities ir\clude
·production of conference proceedings and use of electronic media communications.
Efforts to convene the symposium and the technology transfer activities are presented
below as 'vork tasks.

Task 1:

Uterature an d Resolll'('e Search

CUTR conducted a search of issues that affect the mobility of African-Ame ricans.

This effort assisted in development of symposium topics and enhanced the understandin g
of topic areas proposed by the steering committee. The search also helped staff to identify
possible attendees, facilitators, and presenters. A call for papers on African-American
mobility issues was advertised in publications such as the Community Trmrspcrtatiotl
Reporter, Passerrger Transport, Public Administration Times, Tire Cable Jouma/, Black Issues in
Higlrer Educatio11, and Urbmr Trmrspcrt News.
Task 2:

Developmen t of Topics

Topics for the symposium were prepared from issu.es identified by the project team
and steering committee. Three one-day workshops for steering committee members were
held prior to the symposium. The objectives of these r.neetings included identifying and
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developing topics for the symposium; recommending potential speakers; and establishing
a presentation format. Minutes of the three meetings are in Appendix A.
The first workshop was held on September 22, 1995, in conjunction with the 25th
meeting of the Congressional Black Caucus. Tentative dates, location, topics, speakers, and
the format were established at the initial meeting. Draft proposals for FTA, FHW A, and
Project ACTION for additional funding also were presented. Staff were charged to
proceed with securing a venue in Tampa_ developing topics, and soliciting additional
funding. A second meeting was tentatively scheduled for October 27, 1995, in
Washington, D. C.
The second m eeting was held as scheduled. There was some concern with the
venue selected. Staff were charged to select another location. Updates were provided on
the proposals, topics, and marketing. The committee members also assigned themselves
to subcommittees to focus on various areas, including
elected and appointed officials
federal agencies
academia
southeastern transportatio n programs
marketing
transit/ intermodal properties
the p1ivate sector
scholarships.

...

The symposium format was finalized. The agenda was developed to include
general sessions for all participants and concurrent workshops on specific topics. A third
meeting of the steering committee was scheduled for January 11, 1996.
The third and final meeting for the 1996 symposium was postponed due to
inclement weather until January 26, 1996. Staff provided the members with a mock-up of
the brochure for final mail-out. (Flyers and postcards were produced and mailed in
November and December 1995.) The steering committee provided additional suggestions
to the agenda and topics. The final brochure is included in Appendix B.
Task 3:

Convening the Symposium

The symposium was convened April 14 through 16, 1996. The final agenda is
included in Appendix C. As in previous years, proceedings of the symposium will be
produced and disbibuted to attendees and made available to the public through the CUTR
Resource and Information Center. The proceedings will serve as the final proj~ct report.
Nearly 150 attendees participated in the event. The attendees represented various
levels of goverrunent, the public and private sector, policymakers, interest groups, and the
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university community. T he sessions offered were informative and enlightening to manv
participants.
The opening sess.i on featured remarks from distinguished membe•-s of the
University of South Florida, including Gary Brosch, Director, CUTR; Dr. Michael Kovac,
Dean, College of Engineering; and Or. Kathy Stafford, Vice President, Advancemen t and
Alumni Affairs, and The Honorable James Hargrett, Florida Senate.
During the opening general session of the second day of the symposium, Sharon 0.
Banks, General Manager, Alameda-Con tra Costa Transit District (AC Transit) led
participants in a dream-relatin g exercise. Participants were asked to share the dreams of
others that had helped them to achieve goals. Ms. Banks also charged each participant to
" .. . reach beyond your horizons" to achieve personal and professional goals. Several
pa11icipants alluded to po11ions of Ms. Banks' charge reemphasizin g the overall theme and
objectives of the symposium.
The highlight of the symposium was the riveting and inspirational keynote address
by The Honorable Alcee L. Hastings, Congress of the United States House of
Representativ es, 23rd District Florida. Excerpts from Congressman Hastings' address are
presented below.
"In the era of downsizing, right~sizing, o utsourcing, ~ngineeri ng
and re-inventing, what we want to know here is how minorities, in order to
avoid retrogression to the point of oblivion and ignominious defeat must
seek better formulae in a mathematical nonlinear regression-based alloca tion
model to deal with intermodal bias and neglect." In other words, in order
to keep from getting mistreated, "we need mo.r e money. . .
"The Center for Urban Transportatio n Research is critical for the
future, not only of African Americans, but for all of us. Last year's report
needs to be widely publicized. The research and funding attitudes of the
Republican majority are totally out of reason. Many national and state
policy make.rs are not as mindful about the issues that affect ITansportatio n
as you may think. ..
"You should always be looking for efficiencies and that's why CUTR
is particularly important because they are good at coming up with creative
and innovative ways in order that you may do the things in the communities
to provide for the transportatio n dependent. ..
"At least one-half of the transportation dependent are minorities ...
Transportatio n se.rvices should focus on customer service. The bus ride can
be fun and educational. Traniit services can offer music - rap music for
school kids; classical music for those who live in the 'classical' suburbs, and
some jazz or blues wherever you find me! The bus ride could also include
access to cellular phones and games --We're scratching off everything else
in Florida, why not let someone scratch a free ride for a week or a month?

'
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"There is nothing wrong with raising taxes as long as you raise taxes
in a proper manner to pay for transportation...
"You would argue that poor people don't need these amenities. Poor
people need the same things that rich people need. Black people need the
same things that white people need. Hispanic people need the same things
that white people need!
"A survey of the working poor revealed...67% stated that there were
places they wanted to go, but could not Those who need the most help can't
get it because of the mobility issue.
"In regard to affirmative action, there are three cases that need to be
cited: Richmond v. Croson, Adarand v. Pe.i\a, and Hopwood v. The
University of Texas. America is an increasingly diverse society. In the last
30 years, we have done a good job, but we have not arrived. We may not
ever, but we should always have it as a goal. We must avoid retrenchment
by society.
[Regarding angry white males] "In 1994, of the contracts awarded in
Broward and Palm Beach Counties (Florida), 'i17 and 95 percents,
respectively, went to white males. White women contractors comprise 75
percent of the remainder. If white males are angry, black males should be
raving lunatics!
"Beyond the horizon. .. We know that there is a future. We know that
there is an unknown. We know that organizations like CUTR are trying to
peep into that future and prepare and plan for it...
"Transportation has to do with our interconnectedness. We need to
get back to our spiritual interconnectedness. Additionally, many of those
living in the suburbs, "The Black Forest/' lose the connection with those that
support their jobs. We need to have more involvement in the community
and decisions concerning policymakers."
0

0

Present at the symposium were student representatives from Bethune-Cookman
College, Florida A&M University, South Carolina State University, and the University of
South Florida. Several industry professionals were pleased by the student participation
during the conference. The consensus was for more student participation, particularly
minority students, in future symposiums. Suggestions to encourage more student
involvement included presenting information on the research conducted at historically
Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs); providing a session geared directly toward
college students; and extending invitations to local high school and junior college students.
In addition, the Interim Executive Director of COMTO and an avid supporter of the
symposium since its inception, Dr. Frank Enty, solicited membership in the COMTO
national chapter and encouraged the formation of a chapter in the Tampa Bay region.
The 1996 African-American Mohility Symposium re~lized the objective to continue
the discourse on the special transportation needs in the African-American community by
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building upon the experiences and issues provided from past symposiums convened in
1994 and 1995. The national significance of the project is its relevance to the Intermodal
Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of1991 (ISTEA) citizens participation mandate and
the renewed federal effort to address environmental equity issues. The symposium was
significant at the local level in that it provides the opportunity for participants to exchange
information and ideas with a broad range of transportation professionals. The 19-member
steering committee, comprising government and elected officials, transit officials, and
academicians, aided the CUTR project team in convening a successful and productive
symposium.
Task4:

Technology Transfer and Evaluation

Technology Tra11sjer
The project team provided press releases and articles to the University of South
Florida Office of Public Affairs and trade journals, as noted above. A radio interview also
was aired on WTMP 1180 AM, Tampa, to promote the symposium and its findings.
Electronic media were used to record portions of the symposium. Twenty video copies of
the keynote speech provided by Congressman Alcee L. Hastings were produced and
distributed. Efforts have been made to televise the video on local public access stations.
This includes the USF public broadcast station, the Tampa Education Consortium, and
public access stations in the Tampa Bay region. The audience for the video will include
local residents concerned about transportation and minorities. A copy of the video has
been provided to C-Span for further dissemination of the symposium beyond the local
audien.ce.
CUTR is designing an African-American Mobility Symposium Homepage on the
Internet as a resource for researchers, planners, policymakers, and the public on issues of
transportation and the African-American community. This website will include
information from the 1994, 1995, and 1996 symposiums and provide links to related
websites. The webiste is scheduled to be posted with the revised CUTR Homepage.
The project's final report will include the proceedings along with administrative
information and evaluation of the symposium. The project team continues to assess the
need for the symposium and refine the venue. The final report wiU provide that
assessment and provide recommendations for subsequent actions.
EvalWitiotl

The closing session included an evaluation exercise conducted by Gere Timberlake
Anderson, President of TransEd, Inc. During this session, Ms. Anderson directed the
participants to assess the activities of the symposium based on the following criteria:
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lessons learned, applications, reconfmenda tions, and next symposium. The exercise
conunents are included in Appendix D.
Each registration package contained an evaluation form. Attendees were reminded
at each session to complete and return the forms at their convenience. Evalua tion forms
were collected throughout the symposium in order to secure comments from attendees that
were not present for the full length. This information was analyzed to determine the need
for future symposia or conferences of this nature and to obtain suggestions for possible
topic areas. The responses from the evaluation fonns also are provided in Appendix D.
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Minutes of the
Steering Committee Meetings
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1996 Af'rican-American Mobility Symposium
Steering Committee Workshop
September 21, 1995
Minutes

Att-endance: Bill McOoud, ATC/VANCOM; Ercelle Ridley, COMTO; Dr. Frank Enty,
Mass Transit Adminisb·ation of Maryland/CO MTO; Sharon Ransome Smith, Project
ACTION; Wade Lawson, South Jersey Transportatio n Authority/ Co-Chair; Tonya
Hepbur n, ClJfR; Efrain Areizaga, CUTR; Gwendolynm ary Simpson, APTA; Gayle
Holliday, Kansas Oty Area Transportation Authority; Eric Hill, CUTR; ·Horace McCarter,
Jr., ATCfVANCOM
I.

INTRODUC TIONS

The workshop was call to order by E. Hill. This was followed by introductions
from Steering Committee members and participants.
II.

OVERVIEW OF AAMS

E. Hill provided a brief overview of the history of AAMS. The symposium was
developed in 1993 by three African-American researchers at CUTR. The goal was to
establish a forum to identify and discuss critical issues related to transportation and
African-Americans. The first symposium was convened in March 1994. !twas repeated
in Apri11995 and expanded to a two-day formal The 1995 symposium iocluded speeches
by Mr. Gordon Linton, Administrato r of the Federal Transit Administration; Mr. Rodney
Slater, Administrato r of the Federal Highway Administration; and State Senator James
Hargrett. E. Hill also indicated that this workshop is a significant milestone in AAMS
history. Not only is it the first meeting of the Steering Committee, but it provides the
greatest opportunity, yet. for the project team and the Steering Committee to work together
in developing and convening the symposium.
W. Lawson stated that as a participant in the "1995 event, he was impressed by the
efforts of the project team to convene the symposium. He also expressed his commitment
to making this the premier event for African-Americans and other minorities in the
transpo(tation industry. Similar comments were made. by other committee members and
participants.

Ill.

PL.-'.:\5 FOR 1996 .-'.A~ IS

The Committee <~greed that the 1996 .-'.AI\15 should be convened during the spring.
Before deciding 011 the date. the committee d iscussed possible conflicts with other
meetings or confere nces scheduled in the spring. E. Hill said that the 1995 event
was scheduled to coincide with the National Forum for Black Public
Administrators· conference in Tampa. He •lso suggested a similar strategy for 1996
since the An1eric<~n Planning .'\ssocidtion (APA) is having its annual meeting in
Orlando, Florida, during the third week of April. Dr. Enty said his experience with
combining meetings has 11ot been effective, becduse it keeps you away fTom your
office for too lo ng and conferees are typicd lly tired after the second or third day of
a confere11ce. Notwithstand ing the APA meeting in April. the Committee
concluded that convening the AAMS during the last week of March o r the second
week of April w ould not conflict with any APTA, federal, or other important
transportation meetings. Additionally, the committee agreed to begin the 1996
symposium Friday and end Saturday, which will allow participants to take
advantage of weekend dirfares and hotel rates. It also minimizes any inte rference
w ith the normal work week. The Committee charged E. Hill with choosing the
\Veek for the symposium.
Location
There were several locations proposed for convening the 1996 AAMS, including
Atlanta, Orlando, Miami, and Washingto n, D.C.. However, the Committee agreed
to keep the symposium in Tampa. E. Hill said that moving the location of the
symposium creates some problem with logistics for the project team, e.g., having
a contact person in the host city that can coordinate all of the activities for the
symposium. E. Ridley said !hat the event is sti ll t:oo new in the industry and needs
to become more established nationally before mov ing to anotl1er locatio n or larger
ci ty. The focus of the symposium should be on attracting minorities from the
southeastern U.S., but include national speakers and panelists on the agenda.
Topics
The folloWing topics were mentioned as possible agenda items for the 1996 AAMS,
but do not preclude other issues and topics lhat may develop before the symposium
is convened.
Environmental justice and transportation
Equability of funding cuts in transportation
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Funding of transportatio n and social service program

Shifting of transportation programs and policies from the federal level to

•

. ..

state level
Community involvement in transportation planning
Para transit service in minority communities
Role of academia: HBCU participation in transportation research and
planning
Pending legislation: local and national
Impacts of technology on transportation in minority communities
· Declining status of minorities in transportation ·
Sensibilities toward minorities in transportation and diversity in the industry
Changing affirmative action programs and policies
Beyond Adarand and Croson: future of MBEs in transportation and
minority contracting opportunities
Improving the quality of transportation prog1ams for minorities
Data collection and research needs
Empowerme nt and enterprise zones
Americans with Disability Act (ADA)
Oean Air Act Amendments (CAAA) impacts on minority communities

Speakers
Recommenda tions on possible speakers, facilitators, and panelists w ill be
submitted by the Steering Committee and project team as the symposium is
d eveloped. E. Hill urged participants to submit names of individuals that
would serve as facilitators or speakers to him when possible. This will be a
critical task in the project
Format
Unlike previous symposiums, which included sessions on specific topics and
speakers, the Steering Committee suggested that a format that included
policy or strategy workshops or focus groups would be m ore effective. A
possible format of the symposium would include a central theme, three to
four general categories on issues affecting mobility in minority communities,
and workshops on specific topics. The workshops would include a
facilitator and panelists representing a national, regionaL and local
perspective on a workshop topic. A manual which gives a description of the
w orkshops, and abstract from each panelist on their viewpoint of the
workshop topic, should be produced to aid in discussion and interaction
between participants in the workshops.
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In addition to the dbove planning activ ities, E. Hill shared his concerns about
attendance at previous A.>\MS and that marketing will be a critical element in the success
of the symposium. The Steering Committee and participants agreed that promoting the
symposium early will help to build support and increase attendance. W. Lawson said that
with a good marketing effort, it wou ld be reasonable to anticipate at least 200-250
participants at the 1996 AAi\lS.
E. Hill presented a proposal that will be submitted simultaneously to the FTA,
FHWA, Project ACTION, and Florida Department of T ransportation for additional
funding. The proposa l was reviewed and comments provided by participants.
Another Steering Committee meeting is tentatively scheduled for October 27, 1995,
at 1:00 p.m. This meeting will be held at the COMTO office, 777 North Capital St., N .E.,
Suite 305, Washington, D.C.
The meeting was adjourned at l2:00 p.m.
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1996 African-America n Mobility Symposium
Steering Committee Meeting
October 27, 1995
Minutes

Attendance: Dr. Rosalyn Simon, Project AcriON; Cecil Bond Jr., SEPTA; Commissioner
Arthur Kennedy, Florida Transportation Commission, Co-Chair; Wade Lawson, South
Jersey Transportation Authority, Co-Chair; Dr. Charles Wright, FAMU; Bill McCloud,
ATC/VANCOM; Lee Johnson, ATE Management; Or. Sylvan Jolibois, FlU; Eric Hill,
CUTR; Beverly Ward, CUTR.
I.

INTRODUCTIONS

The meeting was called to order by W. Lawson. This was followed by introductions
by the steering committee membets and participants.

II.

OVERVIEW OF SEPTEMBER COMMITTEE MEETING

W. Lawson briefly reviewed U1e minutes from the last meeting. No additions,
corrections, or questions were voiced concerning llie minutes.

Ill.'

PROJECT REPORTS

Accommodations

. . .. .

B. Ward reported on llie tentative a~ent with ihe Tampa Marriott Westshore
Hotel beginning the afternoon of Thursday, Aprilll through the afternoon of Saturday,
April 13. B. Ward will provide a listing of hotels within the vicinity for lodging. The
committee expressed concerns with llie quality of the hotel due to problems incurred at the
1995 symposium. In keeping with the goals of llie symposium to establish an image on a
regional level and to attract a large scale of industry officials, the committee consensus was
to choose an upscale location to satisfy both participants' lodging and the symposium
workshop needs. The suggestions included Hyatt Regency Westshore, Guest Quarters
Suites, Tampa Airport Marriott, and Shera ton Grand Hotels. The committee also
suggested acquiring complimentary weekend packages from the hotel as incentives to
participants. B. Ward reported the difficulty in securing a hotel for the dates the committee
originally agreed upon (the last week of March or llie second week in April). The
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committee charged B. Ward with securing a different location, but decided to remain with
the original dates to avoid scheduling conflicts.
BudgeVProp osal Update
Or. Enty was responsible for restructuring the proposed budget and reporting to
the com mittee. In his absence, E. Hill briefly itemized the direct cost revenue requested
from each of the funding agencies as listed in the proposal. Due to the concern of the
University's lack of contribution toward the symposium, CUTR is asking the University
waive the indirect costs and possibly sponsor a function during the symposium. The
committee agreed to reflect expenses as listed in the proposal without identifying each
expense incurred during the marketing stages of the symposium. E. Hill proposed to
secure corporate sponsors within the business community and the private sector of Tampa
to alleviate the costs associated with the meals during the symposium. W. L.1wson also
suggested increasing the registration for one d ay attendance to $100.00 for individuals
and $50.00 for students.
Topics
W. Lawson suggested ranking the topics listed in the previous minutes and
developing a main topic and five sub-topics for the breakou t groups of the symposium
from the rank. Or. Wright suggested including at least one session geared toward
students. Or. Simon expressed a major concern as to the future of minorities in the transit
industry. She suggested incorporating minority training i.n the symposium. After an iro
depth discussion, the consensus of the comm ittee was to focus on five major areas:
1. Affirmative dction

2. Funding of transportatio n and social service programs, and community
developmen~ includirog pending legislation and its impacts, strategic planning,
and coalition-buil ding
3. ADA, including para transit service and entrepreneur ship
4. Academia, focusing on research, impacts of technological advances, and
envir onmental issues
5. Academia, focu.sirog on education (HBCU), mentoring, training, and leadership
development programs

Attendance/ Marketing
W. Lawson commented of the lack of local and regional participation in the past
symposiums. He suggested developing an outreach campaign involving academicians,
the Florida Transportation Association, various community or civic organizations, and
telephone lllarketing. The committee suggested developing a letter of invitation from the
comu1ittee members as a part of the marketiog plan. The committee also suggested
developing a flyer to announce the dates, location, and scheduled events of the
symposium. TI1e committee agreed thete is a need to devel op a detailed time line for the
marketing and development of the symposium.
Subcommittees:
Commissioner Kennedy - Political
E. Hill -Federal Transit Association
L. Davis, Dr. Wright, and Dr. Jolibois- Academia
B. Ward- Southeastern Transportation Program
Dr. Simon and D. Price- Marketing
W. Lawson, L. Johnson, and C. Bond -Transit/Multimoda l
L. Johnson and B. McCloud - Private sector
W. Lawson- Scholarship Award
Speakers/Facilitato rs
Suggestions for keynote speakers included the Honorable Gordon Linton, the
H onorable Rodney Slater, Congresswoman Corrine Brown, and Congressman Alcee L.
Hastings. The committee suggested having four speakers per session, including a local,
regional, and national representative and one student
Format

E. Hill commented on the reasons for altering the format of the workshops to
include open discussion and interaction between the participant~ and the facilitators. The
committee suggested participants identify their areas of interest during Ute registration
period. The committee agreed to convene the symposium as follows:
Dayl

Registration
Welcome
Reception
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Day 2

General (theme setting) session
Two concurrent breakout sessions
Session/ discussion on topics covered
Luncheon w / keynote speaker
Two concurrent breakout sessions
Recap
Reception

Day 3

Concurrent breakout sessions
Grant/ proposal writing, entrepreneurship/business opportunities
Leadership/ mentoring forum
Job fai r
Closing session
Adjourn

IV.

COMMENTS/SUGGESTIO NS

W. Lawson suggested compiling a document summarizing the issues impacting the
minority community and strategies to address these issues, then distributing the document
throughout the community. C. Wright added this summary should display the benefits
of the transit industry to the entire community. The committee agreed one important
discussion item of the symposium is the development of opportunities for minorities
within the transit industry.
Dr. Wright expressed a concern for the involvement of students throughout the
symposium. W. Lawson recommended displaying research projects/papers of minority
students throughout the symposium.
The next Steering Committee meeting is tentatively scheduled for January 11, 1996
at 1:00 p.m. during the Transportation Research Board Annual Conference. This meeting
will be held at the COMTO office in Washington, D.C.
·
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1996 African-American Mobility Symposium
Steering Committee Meeting
January 26, 1996
Minutes

Attendance: Wade Lawson, South Jetsey Transportation Authority/Co-Chair; Cecil Bond
Jr., SEPTA; Lee Davis, National Transportation Consortium; Dr. hank Enty, Mass Transit:
Gloria Jeff, FHWA; Lee Jolmson, ATE Management; Deborah Price, COMTO; Dr. Charles
'Wright, FAMU; Stephanie Nellons Robinson, TRB; Sharon Ransome Smith, Project
ACTION; Angelia Summons, Multi Consultants Associates; Eileen Payne, DDE Program,
FHW A; Eric Hill, CUTR; and Beverly Ward, CUTR.
I.

INTRODUCTIONS
W. Johnson opened the meeting and briefly recapped the previous meetings.

II.

PROJECT STATUS

Proposals
Eric Hill gave a recap of the status of the proposals. Gloria Jeff spoke briefly on
FHW A's support. Sharon Ranso.me Smith also spoke on Project ACTION's support. There
have been strong indications from FTA regarding their support.
III.

CONVENING THE SYMPOSIUM

Symposium Venue

B. Ward confirmed the Hyatt Regency Tampa as the site for the symposium. The
dates have been set as April14 through 16, 1996.
Agenda
Angelia Summons spoke of her work with staff to develop the agenda.
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SUBCOMMITTEE REPORTS
Poli tical: Commi ss ioner Kenned y was not present. E. Hill spoke briefly on the
Commissione r's efforts to work with local transit agencies, Florida Oeparhnent of
Transportatio n, and other state and local transportati on interests.
Florida Transit Association: E. Hill provided an update on the contact he had made
with the ITA and their previous support of the symposium.
Academia: L. Davis and Dr. Wright discussed the need to have specific student
activities. Dr. Wright is responsible for putting together a student poster competition.
Southeastern Transportatio n Program: B. Ward provided information on contact
with the Southeastern Transportation Center and transportation interests in federal Region
N.
Marketing: S. Ransome Smith spoke earlier of Project ACTION's support and the
subcontract with Multi Consultant Associates.
Transit/ multimodal: W. Lawson and L Johnson gave reports regarding the transit
and intermodal contacts. W. Lawson stated that each committee member should call
friends in the industry and encourage them to attend the symposium.
Private sector: L. Johnson and B. McCloud reported that they would seek private
sector sponsorship of breaks or meals.
Scholarship Award: W. Lawson asked that each steering committee member
contribute $50.00 toward a scholarship. G. Jeff advised that the American Planning
Association Minority Committee had funds available for scholarships and that W. Lawson
should address a letter to the chai rperson of the committee requesting funding of the
scholarship.

IV.

DISCUSSIO N/COMMENTS

Speakers
Invited keynote speakers include Cong•·essrnan Alcee L. Hastings (Florida); the
Honorable Gordon Linton, Administrato r (Federal Transit Administration); and the
Honorable Rodney Slater, Administrato r (Federal Highway Administration). Angelia
Summons is working with staff to secure the speakers.
Sugggsted Moderators
Gere Timberlake Anderson, Trans Ed, Inc.
Beverly Harper, Portfolio Associates, Inc.
Valerie Simpson

Topics and Exper ts/Facilitators
AD A and paralra.nsit service and the overrepresent-41ion of African Americans
among p ersons wit'h disabilities
•
•
•
•
•

John Potts, WMATA
Susan Schruth, FIA
Roger Tate, FIA
Dr. Rosalyn Simon, Project ACTION
Peggy Shepherd

Environmen tal justice, identifying adverse health or environmental effects and
means of relief
0

•
0

•
0

Marilyn Ababio, Sunshine Environmental Services
Dr. Robert Bullard, Environmental Justice Resource Center
Michelle Depass, New York City Environ.r.nental Justice Alliance
Representative Josephus Eggelletion. Jr., Florida Legislature
Deehon Ferris, D.C. Lawyers Committee

Funding of transp ortation, social setvice programs, and community development,
including pending legislation and its impacts
0

0

Glo.ria Jeff, FHW A
Michael Townes, Peninsula Transportatio n District

lntermodalism: the i.r.nposed modal bias and developing an equitable modal split
0

Ez.e Butts

0

A. Shawn Collins, Volusia County MPO

0
0

0
0

csx

Paul Drayton, Delaware River Port Authodly
Michael Huerta, USDOT
Paul Toliver, Seattle Metro

Research and technology, access to and the impa.cts of advances
0

0
0
0

Dr. M. Ayele, Morgan State University
Lee Davis, ATE
Dr. Frank Enly, Mass Transit
Dr. ilene Payne, DOE
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Strategic planning and coalition b uilding across communities .
0

0

o
0

o

°
o

Phil Adams
Sharon Banks
Hank Dittmar, STPP
Jackie Grinshaw, Neighborhoo d Tech
Margaret Pryor
Frank White
Steve Blake

V. CLOSING REMARKS

The Steering Committee will conduct a conference ca ll to finalize the list of confirmed
speakers.
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Appendix B

Brochure and Registration form
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African-American Mobility Symposium
Evaluation Exercise Results

LESSONS LEARNED

Coalition .i.s the key to building a good transit system. Coalitions are an essential part of
the transit business and planning process. Some transit systems are actually seeking
coalition input/ partnerships.
Participants are willing to extend themselves to devise and secure solutions to problems
that have been identified as having an impact in the future.
Different aspects involved in transportation, i. e. the complicity of scheduling.
The urgent need to examine environmental concerns within minority neighborhoods.
Availability of opportunities for advancement in the transportation industry through such
programs as the Eisenhower Fellowship.
New ways to overcome existing problems.
How much everyone involved in this field aspires for change involving the AfricanAmerican community.
What to do in life to get to the top.
How to mofivate people from the community to become involved in what is happening
around them and how this will affect their futures.
ADA Law of 1990 and solutions to para transit problems.
How to exercise the creative thought processes for identifying innovative funding options.
Symposium brought together African-Americans who claim to have received less than
their fair share of transportation services, employment opportunities, contracts, etc.
Transit must be involved in every aspect of the community. Industry professionals must
assure community knowledge and involvement.
Studies are being conducted to assess impacts of rrs on communities.

An integral part of the symposium was the opportunity to network and participate in: one

on one interchange of information.

Considerable concern that mass transit is not properly positioned to compete with the
nation's other priority items.
There is a wealth of untapped resources in transportation.
Idea of using real estate tax and other similar taxes for funding transit activities aside from
the usual sales and gas taxes.
Commitment of transit professionals in sharing what works in their communities .
There are many factors involved in transportation service delivery from the federal to local
levels. Each community must define its strategy to provide transportation sources.
Zoning and land ownership has a profound effect on environmenta l equity.
African-Americans have come a long way, but still have far to go. It is important to work
together if the problems will ever be resolved.
Easy access to information is important.
Opportunity to meet and learn about and from the other minority professionals in
transportatio n.
Everyone can contribute to problem solving.
There is a difference in the African-American perception of transit. It is important to
examine the points of view of other minority groups, possibly in a separate forum .
Linkage between transportatio n and issues involving way of life in America.
APPUCATION S

Resource for sharing/ disbursing infomtation that will be used effectively and effidently
to resolve actual issues.
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Plan to do more research to keep up with the growth and development of transportation
systems.
Talk with the area homeowners' association and i.n clude some information about the
results of the symposium in the next Congressional newsletter.
Attempt to increase minority student involvement in transportation careers.
Reach out to the community to increase participation.
Become aware of the decision making process as it affects African-Americans.
Encourage team building and participatory dialogue throughout the staff.
Focus on the issues.
Share information with other students and encourage them to pursue a career in
transportation or at least inform them of the various aspects of the industry.
Try to be more sensitive, understandin~ and compassionate toward African-Americans
in carrying out job responsibilities.
Attend community meetings and assist in coordinating the meetings to educate and inform
the community of the issues.
Incorporate the problems/ challenges of ITS into organizing efforts. Communities of color
need to be ahead of the curve on this before ITS potentially compromises the quality of
living in those communities.
...

Share information gained from several workshops, including ADA, coalition build in~ and
environmental justice, with co-workers and other offic~>s.
Strong advocacy a1\d the building of fomtidable pro-mass transit coalitions will ensure that
mass transit assumes its rightful place in the nation's collective view of what is important
to societv.
'

Plan to publicize the idea of using alternate means of funding transit activities.
A mechanism for gaining potential grantees.
Involve as many people as possible in the policy formulation process for transportation
planning and implementation.
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Build advocates and become more aggressive.
Spread the word and put the ideas into practice.
Distribute infonnation as often and as clearly as possible.
Topics for research can be developed from the discu.ssions and workshops.
Meet within neighborhoods, not only with 'leaders', but everyone with solid ideas.
Gained motivation, ideas, courage, wisdom, knowledge to continue to pursue career
dreams and aspirations.
Look more carefully at who are the users of transit -- not necessarily the numbers, but
whom they represent and how service can be more responsive.
Approach assignments and program activities from a much broader perspective.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Structure workshops to discuss the interrelationship of various transportation systems
and issues to minorityflow income populations, e.g., highway j infrastructure to transit
to air services to movement of goods to service, etc.
Continue the session on research and technology.
Involve more students from Historically Black Colleges and Universities.
Include a session to discuss lessons learned and accomplishments since the previous
symposium.
Develop a plaruung solution to existing problems of environmental inequity.
Address a broader spectrum of the transportation infrastructure (highways, streets,
etc.).
Invite non-minority participation to make them aware of the needs of AfricanAmericans.
Better utilization of the local transit system.

..

.
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Provide~

complete listing of dll participants for continue d nehvork ing.

Stronge r participation from transit agencies and coalition groups.
Study the rela tionship bet\veen property, power, and transpor tation policies, and its
implications for progressive improvements.
Focus on mass transit advocacy.
Involve top DOT officials in new ideas.
Beg.i n plannin g now for the next symposi um by securing speaker and potentia l backup
speaker s early.
Continue to include a good mixture of government, universities, and local
transportation provide rs as presenters.
Provide a separate session for college students.
Look for solution s to problems facing the minority commun ity, do not just complai n.
If the goal of the symposi um is to provide information and action, establish a round
table d iscussion for a position paper from the symposium.

A session on research conduct ed at HBCUs.
Develop a list of research ideas and needs that affect the commun ity.
Use the Ulailing lists of ASPA to mail out information for the next symposium.
Collaborate. with
the APA to develop future symposiums.
.
Take informa tion gained from this conference back to various commun ities and begin
to make a difference.
Establish an archive of video tapes from the symposium and sell copies (audio and
video) to participants.
Plan follow up activities.

'
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NllXT SYMPOSIUM

Extend the conference to more than two days. Valuable information compacted into a brief
period of time.
Ensure all presenters make available hard copies of their presentations.
Encourage more officials and student involvemer\t.
Do not conflict with other national/maj or transportation conferences.
More minority student involvement.
Set goals to solve the problems.
Plan an activity that would economically benefit the local African-Ame rican community.
For example, a trip to the African-Amer ican museum, lunch or dinner program at a Blackowned restaurant, hotel, etc.
Examine the opportunities created by new technology.
Continue to solicit input from all areas of transportation, including airlines, freight, rail,
etc.
Plan more concurrent sessions.
Invite more community leaders and assistants from the local transit authority.
Provide facts, figures, and other examples of h!m( African-Americans have 1l2t received
their fair share of transportation programs/ systems, job opportunities, contracts, etcetera
[emphasis in original]. At the 1996 symposium, it was a given that these problems exist.
Appreciate (and need) a better tmderstanding of the problem before agreeing that
anything needs to be done about it
Allow for more audience participation and brainstorming. Allow sufficient time for
discussion. not just panel presentations.
Encourage more discussion of property versus land use, intersection between "community
development " and transportation issues.
Provide displays.
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Include information on ITS.
Increase the num ber of participants of other minority groups, women, and the majority
population.
Encourage the student paper presentation and poster competition.
Comprehensi ve marketing campaign about the symposium throughout the industry.
Include a mobile workshop of the host city to allow participants the opportunity to observe
the city's transportation system.
Broader participation. Include grassroots users.
Include union representativ es.
Session on how to organize a neighborhood meeting and identify the Wormal leaders.
Change location of the symposium.
Begin sessions at least thirty minutes later to increase attendance from the start.
Provide more infom1ation on the elderly and transit.
Include professionals from non-motorize d transportation, e.g., bicycle and pedestrian
programs.
Arrange a group outing, possibly a trip to Busch Gardens.
Provide a session for students on the opportunities within the industry.
Provide better Wormation on public transit options, e.g., routes serving hotel and how to
get around, transit map/ schedule.
More community representa tion.
Present actions taken since previous symposium.
Invite the media.
Combine [lessons, findings, and experiences from) previous conferences in pursuing an
action agenda.
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African-American Mobility Symposium
Evaluation ForUl Rec;:pon:fe:f

Nu.mber of Respondents: 33
Before th.e S1jlrtposium begins, please write a few sen fences on what you hape to gain.
Broader understanding of the transit area.
Ability to relate information to minority issues.
Understand unique issues of African-American community as related to mobility issues.
Fwther education of transportation technology (ITS).
More data about minority concerns in all aspects of transportation.
Information on current topics impacting Ulobility needs of African Americans.
Information leading to the developmellt of better transportation systems.
Alternatives for ft~nding.
ldea.s for coalition building and coorclillation with community development funding Issues
and program implementation.
Information on cwrent and futwe transportation issues.
Gain insight from the experiences of others in the transit industry.
Enhance knowledge in the areas of public transit, funding, planning.
Information on the future of public transit.
Contacts.
Provide insight and direction to find solutions to problematic transit situations.
Ability to bring about positive change in personal and community involvement
Insight into public transit and specific information on coalition building.

•

-·---·
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Concrete and substantial information to establish a 'real' action plan.
Means to effect change within the African-American comm unity.

Cain an understandin g of why /how mobility issues for African-Ame ricans are differen t
from those of other people.
Broader education on environment al justice and community involvement
Multitude of proposed solutions to remedy African-American mobility issues.
Specific assignment or tasks to solving minority mobility issues .
Personal observations about transit accessibility and mobility issues from across the
country.
Learn about opportunities and constraints.
Meet people who are trying to create programs.
Wormation that will help ensure transportation service delivery based on and responsive
to need .
Opportunity to shape id eas, solutions, and strategies and implement same on mobility
challenges facing African Americans.
Information about research in the field of mobility and African-Americans.
Business prospects.
Greater insights into the transportation related needs of African-Ame ricans and other
minorities, including women and MBEs.
Become more knowledgeable about the transit industry.

At the conclusion of tlre symposir1m, please llllSWer tlte following, did tJre symposium achieve or
exceed your expectations?
Yes

94%

No

6%
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Please Explain.
Learn more about telecommunications programs (ITS) in transportation
Not only gained a broader understanding of transit, but met a number of individuals with
a wealth of experience and knowledge who were willing to share information, common
problems, and possible solutions.
Great information... Lots of interesting discussions and energy.
Received information that was helpful and uplifting.
Opportunity to network with others.
In every way, but number of participants.
New alternatives for funding options were discussed, along with ideas for coalition
building and working cooperatively with community development agencies.
Being able to speak to the professionals in transportation gave me ideas as well as
influenced me in ways that I could be productive in transportation
The workshops on community development and coalition building gave me a lot of
information and ideas for coalition building in this area.
There was a positive force. It made me feel needed. Beyond the Horizon has shown me I
have no problems, only challenges.
Met interesting people and learned a lot.
Meeting presenters and guest speakers all tied effectively to use in the work environment.
Expectations were exceeded through all contacts and the array of guest speakers.
Made contact with a professor who has begun a community institute, an idea I was
interested in.
Able to gain many resources, insight, and information.
Able to network.
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My expectatio ns were somewha t achieved. Looking for more concrete, substantive

informatio n which set out a "real" action plan. Speakers needed to address the topics
indicated on the program, rather than their particular special needs. Some of the
participan ts should have been speakers.
Learned so much about transporta tion issues and legislation that I was not exposed to in
the workplace.
If it is true that African-Americans are not getting their fair share of transporta tion-relate d
services, employme nt opportunities, contracts, etc. then, t.h is sympos ium was very
successful in bringing together a coalition of the best minds5 people who are familiar with
the problems and who have the motivatio n and desire to seek solutions; people, I think,
who can and will make a difference.
Enjoyed the informatio n pl'eSented in Environm ental Justice session and the exchange
during the quest.ion and answer.
Able to glean informatio n from all of the workshop s U1at is immediate ly transferable.
Some suggestion s were made concernin g potential solutions, but not enough. The
~~etworking counter balanced this.
It is always good to hear about programs /projects around the country. Hear first hand
about issues that are pertinent to the African-Am erican communit y, disabled communit y,
and transit
Good informatio n. Wonderfu l support and staff.
Allowed me to understan d and learn more about the organizati on.
Participan ts expressed willingnes s/ openness to look at/ explore new approaches.
A great group of people; wanted to attend both sessions.

Please rate tire followingfactars by checking the appropriate blank:
Factor
Applicatio n to your job
Length of symposiu m
Topics presented
Speakers

Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

55%
64%
64%
73%

33%
30%

9%

3%
0
0
0

30%
27%

6%
6%
0

N/A
0
0
0
0
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Please rate tire following factors lly drecking tire appropriate blnnk: (continued)

·-

Factor

Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

N/A

70%
82%

27%
9%

3%
6%

0

0
0

Facility
Audience

3%

If you rated any factors "Poor", please explain.
Must d o a better job getting persons to attend .
As a student studying Construction and Civil Engineering, the symposium does not apply

to my job.

Circle tire number that indicates your overall evaluation of tire symposium.
Excellent
67%

Good
33%

Fair

0

Poor
0

N/A
0

Add 1rny additional comments about tire symposium (speakers, fadlity, etc.) below or em tJre back

of this form.
Looking forward to the next one.
The idea of U1e student poster competition was good; however, had no idea of w ho they
were or what they were trying to accompHsh .
.

The opportunity presented to the stu dents to ask questions was excellent and should be
open to individuals who do not work in the transit area and may need to ask very basic
questions.
The information from the workshop did not necessarily relate to daily activities, but allows
another avenue to pursue as a benefit to DOT's customers/clients.
To attract more students, offer a seminar dealing with the type of opportunities Qob
classifications) available within the industry. Students will have an idea of all of the
different types of things they can do.
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Possible theme for next year: "Taking Flight" or something related to the dreams/eagle
exercise.
Maintain a balance of small co nference, high energy, and motivation.
Widely distribute proceedings.
Glad I came; everyone did a great job.
ITS presentation should have been a session.
Great job.
Symposium was helpful and informative; allowed networking, thinking, and relaying
Information leading to the development of better transportation systems.
Overall symposium wa.s excellent
Hope to receive information for next year's symposium to attend and help.
Involve high school seniors and junior college students in Hillsborough, Polk, and Pinellas
counties
Invest in a zipper bag with the conference name and emblem to add a touch of class.
Provide better information on public transit options, e.g. routes serving hotel and how to
get around, transit map/schedul e.
Closer proximity to Black community for interaction and economic benefit to the Black
community.
Thank you for allowing me to be in the presence of so me of the most intelligent AfricanAmericans in this world. Symposium has allowed me to think Beyond IIl,lC Horizons.
Thanks for the future connections, friendships, and job opportunities.
Work closer with the local transit authority
Great conference.
This symposium is the best. However, I will do all I can to improve the symposium.
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Ther e is alwa ys room for improvem ent.
As a stud ent, I found the symp osiu m very beneficial. I wou ld enjoy
to cou\e back next
year .
Symposium exceeded all expectations, providing insig ht and directive
to find solutions. to
prob lematic trans it situations .
Sym posiu m should push for the atten dance of stud ents.
More post er sessions

.

Participant list is needed. Distribute proceedi ngs to all participants.
All spea kers shou ld
be requ ired to have hand out mate rials base d on the conc urrent sessi
ons.
Student invo lvem ent was excellent.
Receptions and hospitality suites were an excellent forum for facili
tating dialogue and
allow ing an opportunity to build mean ingfu l alliances.
Excellent speakers.
Mor e repre senta tion from the com mun ity, colleges, and universities.
The symp osium
shou ld issue a posit ion pape r that prov ides a solution.
Parti cipa nts should leave the symp osiu m with specific assignments
or tasks. I wou ld
reco mme nd the segmentation of assignme nts amo ngst mult iple com
mit1£es. These
com mittees should coordina te with each othe r and a summ ary of cum
ulative committee
resu lts shou ld be prese nted at the next sym posium.
Start planning now for the next symp osium. Nee d to secu re spea kers'
and panelists early.

Ther e shou ld be at least one repre senta tive frou\ each transit property

in the state.

Attract more students from pred on\in antly whit e universities, e.g., Univ
ersity of Florida,
Flori da State University, etc.
Invite the media.

Goo d conference.
Staff mad e everything easy and. fun.
I'
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Add more breakout sessions.
Incl ude additional information pertaining to civil rights.
look forward to receiving the proceed ings from the symposium.
This is a model that can be replicated and should. This has been an excellent resource for
sharing information, systems, ideas about problem solving and new approaches to service
delivery.
Did not appreciate the'receptions', especially when non-drinker and don't know people..
Would have appreciated more sessions · have so much to learn and so few opportunities
like this.
Don't forget to market these types of programs to cities with airlines that offer reduced
airfares.

